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Why s t ra teg i c  
market ing  i s  the  key  
to  un lock ing  growth



Despite what you may have thought, real growth doesn’t come from increased 
advertising spend, sales tactics, or by following the latest trends and buzzwords 
in the industry. What gets you real growth and separates your business today 
from the titans of your industry, the Fortune 500 businesses, is that they grow 
through strategic marketing where you’re trying to grow through tactical 
marketing.  
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The  rea l i ty  beh ind  
growth



First off, tactical marketing itself isn’t the real problem. The problem is, you and so 
many other businesses have got marketing completely backwards. 

Tactical marketing is the tactics you adopt to promote or communicate your 
business – the advertising you do, the social media campaigns you manage, the 
events you host, sales promotions you offer, etc. The trouble is you dive first into 
the tactics and seek growth through those tactics alone without realising that 
there’s a whole world of marketing that goes before that.  

These tactics are supposed to be the end point of your marketing process, not the 
beginning.  The advertising you do, the social media campaigns you run are 
supposed to be shaped by the outcome of the strategic marketing that you're 
supposed to start with.

Starting or leading with these tactics means that all the marketing you’re doing 
(and all the money you’re spending) is at 4 or 5 when it could be at a 10! Yes you will 
get some growth but never the kind of growth that you’re searching for. Looking 
for evidence? Look at every big business out there – they all start with strategic 
marketing – that’s how they’ve become big, successful businesses. 

What is Tactical Marketing 
and why is it wrong?
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Starting or leading with these tactics means that all the 
marketing you’re doing (and all the money you’re 

spending) is at 4 or 5 when it could be at a 10! 
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So, what is Strategic Marketing then 
and how does it take my marketing 
to a 10?  

Strategic Marketing is about having a strategy behind everything you do 
and connecting that strategy right across your marketing from top to 
bottom. From your plans for growth, to your vision and mission for the 
future, to your branding, your positioning, your messaging, and ending 
with the marketing tactics you adopt to meet your plans for growth. But 
just knowing what those different aspects are isn’t enough.   

In order to be effective with Strategic Marketing you need to understand 
what all the different pieces of the Marketing puzzle are AND how they 
fit together. Our Strategic Marketing Framework does just that. It takes 
you along a path from top to bottom helping you identify and 
understand all the different pieces of the marketing puzzle so that you 
can put them together in the right way, supercharge your marketing 
tactics and grow your business beyond your wildest dreams. 
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The 4 pillar framework

Strategic Position - Where we are

Strategy - Where we're going

Branding - Who we are

Tacticts & Communications - How we engage

Each pillar contains 3 key elements. The workshop will 
take you through each element and show you how to apply 
them to your business.
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Strategic Position - State 
of play

The very first place your marketing needs to start is with yourself, your 
competitors, and your market. It sounds ridiculous but so many 
entrepreneurs, start-ups, and SME’s spend so much time looking down and 
keeping things moving that they don’t truly understand what they actually 
have and how those competencies take advantage of opportunities and 
mitigate against risks. 

A deep understanding of your business, your competitors, and your market 
opens up insights and ideas into how you can build the business you dream 
of. And, the best part is, all you have to do is stop what you’re doing and 
follow our path of self-reflection. The results set the course for your business 
and help align all the marketing that you do.
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Strategy - Where we’re 
going

One of the biggest mistakes that entrepreneurs, start-ups, and small business
owners like you make is to not know why you exist and where you’re going. 
You come up with a great idea or a really smart business model and dive 
straight into implementing it. The trouble is, once you start you’ve got your 
head down the whole time trying to get the business off the ground. This 
means that you’re not looking forward and setting a clear path for the growth 
of your business. 

A huge part of marketing is about taking a step back and looking at the bigger 
picture, the long-term picture, and what your marketing should be doing 
today to reach that destination tomorrow. How are you going to grow? Are 
you going to enter into new markets? Or are you going to develop your 
product? What kind of culture do you want to create? These are hugely 
consequential marketing considerations that need to set the course for the 
rest of your marketing function and the future of your business. 
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Brand - Who we 
are

One of the most important, and most overlooked components, is the need to 
understand who you are and what you stand for - this is the role of your 
brand.  Branding is about how you make people feel when they engage with 
your product or service and your brand is the vehicle that carries that ‘feeling’ 
and needs to deliver that feeling in every marketing message or every 
customer touch point with your brand. But if you don’t truly understand what 
your brand represents, what your brand stands for, your audience is never 
going to understand your brand, resonate with it, and experience that feeling 
that you want them to feel when engaging with your brand. 

Getting this right is so critical because it plays heavily into the marketing 
tactics and communications that you adopt. You’ve got to let your brand 
capture who you are but also let it be your North Star – the guide that all your 
marketing needs to align itself to. 
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Tactics & 
Communications - How 

we engage
The marketing tactics you adopt to achieve your goals requires putting 
together the right message and communicating it to your market through the 
appropriate channels. People so often overlook the importance of their 
message and the best channels to distribute that message to reach the right 
people at the right time. 

This can be an extremely challenging task and is made even more difficult if 
you don’t understand the other 3 pieces of the puzzle first. You can't 
understand what your message should be, who you want your message to 
reach, and what channels you use to reach them, if you don’t first understand 
the other 3 pieces of the puzzle. You can try but your efforts will be diluted and 
so will your marketing spend. This is why the tactics you adopt have to be the 
final piece of the puzzle and not your starting point.
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The Strategic Marketing Blueprint walks you through each of the 4 different 
levels unpacking and explaining each piece of the marketing puzzle. Our DIY 
tools positioned along the way give you the power to ask yourself the right 
questions and the authority to make the right decisions necessary to build a 
strategic marketing function, supercharge your marketing tactics, and grow 
your company beyond your wildest dreams! 

WANT TO SIGN UP FOR OUR ONLINE WORKSHOP? CLICK HERE FOR 
DETAILS.

WANT A PRIVATE WORKSHOP WHERE WE TAKE YOU AND YOUR TEAM 
THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK? CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS. 

CLICK HERE IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN A LIVE WORKSHOP WHERE YOU’LL 
BE TAKEN THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK WITH LIKE-MINDED 
ENTREPRENEURS AND BUSINESS LEADERS.
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http://www.marketingstrategically.com/request-an-invite
http://www.marketingstrategically.com/request-a-private-workshop
http://www.marketingstrategically.com/request-a-live-workshop

